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Abstract: 

The team is a topic that is discussed in management and "Few people have complementary 

skills, shared goals and collective responsibility at all" is defined. Teams are divided into 

different categories and structure of a team is new structure that has many advantages. 

Teamwork has the Principles and Barriers. One of the Barriers is lack of trust among 

team members. No doubt that trust is an essential component of the teamwork. It should be 

understood that its aspects and eliminates barriers. Confidence through support, respect, 

fairness, competence and predictability is created. The role of team leader in creating and 

sustaining trust is essential. The traditions of the Imams(AS) has spoke about the optimism 

and trust and To whom should we trust. Imam Ali(AS) introduces Optimism the most 

devout and warns the trust in people before trying it. 




